
PIPE DECOR
UX CASE STUDY 



MAIN QUESTION
How to sell black pipes and fittings in a way that 
appeals to both newcomers and plumbing 
professionals? 

SECONDARY QUESTIONS
How do we as a company increase customer 
interactions and build the brand to fit their needs. 



UNDERSTANDING OUR USERS
RESEARCHING OUR USER BASE

65% MALE
MIDWEST & NORTH EAST

68% IOS/ ANDROID

OLD

NEW



“Professionals generally 
buy in person for a job 
that day.” 

USER INTERVIEWS

“They have never 

“Like to have all the
information before
starting.”

bought pipe online 
before.”

 “Need it the same
day.” 

“Should be cheaper.” 
 

“Sometimes its hard 
to find what i need 
for the project.”

3 HVAC PROFESSIONALS & 3 DIY PEOPLE



FINDINGS

Professionals plumbers were less likely 
to use our service. We should focus on 
making the experience for general 
consumers.

The interface should be well organized 
to help professionals and generals 
consumers find the items quickly. 

Offer comprehensive help on decor and 
plumbing projects



RAMI
37
ACCOUNTANT
MIDWEST
MARRIED

ABOUT

Rami is passionate about 
finances but also likes to 
get his hands dirty fixing 
things around the house. 

Him and his wife are both 
working from home now 
and they need to make 
more desks.

CHARACTERISTICS

- Do It Yourselfer
- Relaxes with youtube
- Has some free time

GOALS

- Needs a desk but also 
wants a project.

- Doesn’t really know 
what he needs.

FRUSTRATIONS

- The big box store had 
lots of pieces but he 
didn’t know how to put 
them together.
- Doesn’t know how 
strong they are.



COMPETITIVE RESEARCH

GRAINGER HOME DEPOT AMAZON

AMAZONHOME DEPOTGRAINGER

Can be bought most places but some only sell packs and most are cumbersome 
with too little information or too many choices. 
Can be bought most places but some only sell packs and most are cumbersome 
with too little information or too many choices. 
Can be bought most places but some only sell packs and most are cumbersome 
with too little information or too many choices. 



PROBLEM STATEMENT
DIY people are looking for an easier way to buy pipe and 
projects online because current solutions are for 
professionals and are hard to shop.

SOLUTION
Create a modern and accessible mobile e-commerce store 
focused on user experience and customer support.



HOME PAGE

PIPE FITTINGS KITS HELP

FAQ TUTORIALS INFO

PRODUCT PAGE

CART

CHECKOUT

COLLECTION...

SITE MAP
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USER TESTING

Users couldn’t pick 
from a list of parts. Our 
whole product line 
needed a change.

Product pages needed 
a better way to get 
back to pipe diameter.

Two columns on 
mobile didnt give 
enough room to the 
titles. 

Pictures needed on 
mobile list. 



HI-FI WIREFRAMES V2

Size Select Product Page
Mobile

Product Page

Mobile

Product Page +



MVP & RESULTS
Adding single pieces of pipe so customers could pick and 
create their own kits has become the main feature of the 
site. The feature pulls in 70% of the overall revenue, we had 
assumed kits would be the top seller. 

Adding loops backs to changing size increased user active
time. 



 



Can be bought most places but some only sell packs and most are cumbersome 
with too little information or too many choices. 

FUTURE ITERATIONS
Adding user flows for larger pipe. 
Quick links to for quicker access. 
Using customer feedback to create in
demand kits. 
Instructions access on each page. 




